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journal (Download Only)
the meaning of example is one that serves as a pattern to be
imitated or not to be imitated how to use example in a sentence
synonym discussion of example something that is typical of the
group that it is a member of or that can be used to represent it let
me give you an example of what i mean for example as a
particular case showing a more general situation some states
allow one adult to care for as many as 12 infants add to word list
something that is typical of the group that it is a member of or
that can be used to represent it let me give you an example of
what i mean for example as a particular case showing a more
general situation some states allow one adult to care for as many
as 12 infants noun one of a number of things or a part of
something taken to show the character of the whole this painting
is an example of his early work synonyms specimen sample a
pattern or model as of something to be imitated or avoided to set
a good example synonyms lead precedent template standard
pattern paradigm model ideal exemplar an example is a particular
instance of something that is representative of a group or an
illustration of something that s been generally described example
comes from the latin word for specimen if you want an example of
mainstream teen fashion find a 13 year old in a mall ɪɡˈzɑːmpl
ɪɡˈzæmpl idioms something such as an object a fact or a situation
that shows explains or supports what you say let me give you an
example it is important to cite examples to support your
argument to provide offer an example i shall take four different
examples from contemporary literature to illustrate my point a
person or their behavior that is thought to be a good model for
others to copy example to somebody her courage is an example
to us all example for somebody he sets an example for the other
students example of something she is a shining example of what
people with disabilities can achieve he is a captain who leads by
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example noun 1 one of a number of things or a part of something
taken to show the character of the whole this painting is an
example of his early work 2 a pattern or model as of something to
be imitated or avoided to set a good example 3 an instance
serving for illustration specimen can you give an example this is
another example of a successful company there are a range of
jobs that are fun and my job is a perfect example for example a1
used to give an example of what you are talking about some
people students for example can get cheaper tickets example
noun very good noun one of a number of things or a part of
something taken to show the character of the whole this painting
is an example of his early work a pattern or model as of
something to be imitated or avoided to set a good example noun
1 one of a number of things or a part of something taken to show
the character of the whole this painting is an example of his early
work 2 a pattern or model as of something to be imitated or
avoided to set a good example 3 an instance serving for
illustration specimen definition of example as in instance one of a
group or collection that shows what the whole is like a war bonnet
that is a fine example of native american handicraft synonyms
similar words relevance instance sample illustration specimen
case indication representative prototype exemplification case in
point exemplar paradigm ex am ple ɪgˈzæmpəl n countable one of
a number of things or a part of something that represents the
whole thing or whole group this painting is an example of his
early work a pattern or model as of something to be imitated or
avoided to set a good example 1 a specimen or instance that is
typical of the group or set of which it forms part sample 2 a
person action thing etc that is worthy of imitation pattern you
must set an example to the younger children 3 a precedent
illustration of a principle or model an example in a maths book
britannica dictionary definition of example 1 a person or way of
behaving that is seen as a model that should be followed count he
was inspired by the example of his older brother he wanted to do
what his older brother did you should try to follow her example try
to do as she does illustrative example in a teaching or
explanatory context as an example is often used to introduce a
specific case or instance that serves as a clear illustration of a
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broader concept for instance a teacher may say consider a
triangle as an example of a polygon with three sides ask question
asked 9 years 5 months ago modified 7 years 8 months ago
viewed 67k times 5 i d like to find out if the phrase an example for
this is english usage more specifically i d like to know if the
preposition for is correct the sentence was written by a german
person view definitions for example example noun as in instance
model compare synonyms synonyms strongest matches case
illustration lesson object part pattern precedent symbol strong
matches archetype citation copy excuse exemplar exemplification
ideal original paradigm paragon prototype quotation
representation sample english dec 23 2011 3 is is correct
however if you want to be sure of for example not losing marks in
an exam avod the issue by saying something neutral such as a
perfect example would be the dogs correct for singular or plural
carcassonnaise senior member france british english dec 23 2011
4 example words beginning with h she wore a hat to keep out the
sudden chill in the air they bought a house in may of last year he
was thought to be an honest person so his lies came as a surprise
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example definition meaning merriam
webster Apr 06 2024
the meaning of example is one that serves as a pattern to be
imitated or not to be imitated how to use example in a sentence
synonym discussion of example

example definition in the cambridge
english dictionary Mar 05 2024
something that is typical of the group that it is a member of or
that can be used to represent it let me give you an example of
what i mean for example as a particular case showing a more
general situation some states allow one adult to care for as many
as 12 infants

example english meaning cambridge
dictionary Feb 04 2024
add to word list something that is typical of the group that it is a
member of or that can be used to represent it let me give you an
example of what i mean for example as a particular case showing
a more general situation some states allow one adult to care for
as many as 12 infants

example definition meaning dictionary
com Jan 03 2024
noun one of a number of things or a part of something taken to
show the character of the whole this painting is an example of his
early work synonyms specimen sample a pattern or model as of
something to be imitated or avoided to set a good example
synonyms lead precedent template standard pattern paradigm
model ideal exemplar
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example definition meaning synonyms
vocabulary com Dec 02 2023
an example is a particular instance of something that is
representative of a group or an illustration of something that s
been generally described example comes from the latin word for
specimen if you want an example of mainstream teen fashion find
a 13 year old in a mall

example noun definition pictures
pronunciation and usage Nov 01 2023
ɪɡˈzɑːmpl ɪɡˈzæmpl idioms something such as an object a fact or a
situation that shows explains or supports what you say let me
give you an example it is important to cite examples to support
your argument to provide offer an example i shall take four
different examples from contemporary literature to illustrate my
point

example noun definition pictures
pronunciation and usage Sep 30 2023
a person or their behavior that is thought to be a good model for
others to copy example to somebody her courage is an example
to us all example for somebody he sets an example for the other
students example of something she is a shining example of what
people with disabilities can achieve he is a captain who leads by
example

example definition and meaning collins
english dictionary Aug 30 2023
noun 1 one of a number of things or a part of something taken to
show the character of the whole this painting is an example of his
early work 2 a pattern or model as of something to be imitated or
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avoided to set a good example 3 an instance serving for
illustration specimen

example meaning cambridge learner s
dictionary Jul 29 2023
can you give an example this is another example of a successful
company there are a range of jobs that are fun and my job is a
perfect example for example a1 used to give an example of what
you are talking about some people students for example can get
cheaper tickets example noun very good

example definition meaning dictionary
com Jun 27 2023
noun one of a number of things or a part of something taken to
show the character of the whole this painting is an example of his
early work a pattern or model as of something to be imitated or
avoided to set a good example

example definition in american english
collins english May 27 2023
noun 1 one of a number of things or a part of something taken to
show the character of the whole this painting is an example of his
early work 2 a pattern or model as of something to be imitated or
avoided to set a good example 3 an instance serving for
illustration specimen

example synonyms 20 similar words
merriam webster Apr 25 2023
definition of example as in instance one of a group or collection
that shows what the whole is like a war bonnet that is a fine
example of native american handicraft synonyms similar words
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relevance instance sample illustration specimen case indication
representative prototype exemplification case in point exemplar
paradigm

example wordreference com dictionary
of english Mar 25 2023
ex am ple ɪgˈzæmpəl n countable one of a number of things or a
part of something that represents the whole thing or whole group
this painting is an example of his early work a pattern or model as
of something to be imitated or avoided to set a good example

example definition of example by the
free dictionary Feb 21 2023
1 a specimen or instance that is typical of the group or set of
which it forms part sample 2 a person action thing etc that is
worthy of imitation pattern you must set an example to the
younger children 3 a precedent illustration of a principle or model
an example in a maths book

example definition meaning britannica
dictionary Jan 23 2023
britannica dictionary definition of example 1 a person or way of
behaving that is seen as a model that should be followed count he
was inspired by the example of his older brother he wanted to do
what his older brother did you should try to follow her example try
to do as she does

how to use as an example in a
sentence usage and examples Dec 22
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illustrative example in a teaching or explanatory context as an
example is often used to introduce a specific case or instance that
serves as a clear illustration of a broader concept for instance a
teacher may say consider a triangle as an example of a polygon
with three sides

phrases is it correct to say an example
for this is Nov 20 2022
ask question asked 9 years 5 months ago modified 7 years 8
months ago viewed 67k times 5 i d like to find out if the phrase an
example for this is english usage more specifically i d like to know
if the preposition for is correct the sentence was written by a
german person

30 synonyms antonyms for example
thesaurus com Oct 20 2022
view definitions for example example noun as in instance model
compare synonyms synonyms strongest matches case illustration
lesson object part pattern precedent symbol strong matches
archetype citation copy excuse exemplar exemplification ideal
original paradigm paragon prototype quotation representation
sample

en an example is are plural noun
singular plural verb Sep 18 2022
english dec 23 2011 3 is is correct however if you want to be sure
of for example not losing marks in an exam avod the issue by
saying something neutral such as a perfect example would be the
dogs correct for singular or plural carcassonnaise senior member
france british english dec 23 2011 4
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when to use a vs an difference
example sentences scribbr Aug 18
2022
example words beginning with h she wore a hat to keep out the
sudden chill in the air they bought a house in may of last year he
was thought to be an honest person so his lies came as a surprise
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